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Introduction 
 
Young children and families are engaging increasingly with digital 
technologies, including Internet-connected tablets, laptops and smart phones. The 
Australian Bureau of Statistics reported in 2009 that 60% of Australian children aged 
five to eight years access the Internet. We know that preschool-aged children are also 
using digital technologies in classroom and home settings but there is currently  little 
documentation that  tells us how much and in what ways this is happening. Our 
studies have sought to increase this  understanding.  
 
In this article, we show some examples of a father and his two children 
interacting with an iPhone and an iPad. Tina, aged three years, and in kindergarten, is 
using an iPad and her younger brother, Trae, aged 18 months, is using an iPhone (all 
names are changed for anonymity). The family chose what they wanted to 
videorecord as their children used technology and interacted with members of their 
family at home. Understanding these everyday interactions helps to show how 
families are using technology in home settings.  
 
Setting the scene 
 
It is a weekend morning and Dad is lying in bed with his two children. Trae 
(aged 18 months) has an iPhone and Tina (aged three years) has an iPad. Both 
children are using apps: Tina has a planets app and Trae an app that makes transport 
noises. We discuss some examples of the family talk about what they are doing and 
seeing on the mobile devices.  
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Example 1: Dad asks Tina a question 
 
Tina scrolls through images of planets, enlarging and looking at an image of 
the sun on the iPad. As she does this, her father asks a series of questions, requesting 
information from Tina about what she is seeing. Dad asks, “what’s that Tina.”  Tina  
manipulates the iPad screen by pressing an icon to mute the sound, turns her head to 
face him and answers his question,  “the sun”. Dad repeats her answer. Dad continues 
to ask questions, and Tina provides answers. In this activity, Dad’s talk works to gain 
and keep Tina’s attention to produce information responses to his questions.  
 
Example 2: Dad asks Tina more questions  
 
Tina continues her use of the computer app, reducing and enlarging the sun 
and the moon (206-211). Dad attempt to re-engage Tina to talk about the on-screen 
image of the moon that her activity with the iPad has produced. He asks, “what’s that 
one, Tina”. While he uses her  name to seek her attention, Tina continues to 
manipulate the on-screen image and produce information and programmed speech 
from the computer (e.g. it spins around planet earth). She has not answered his 
question. Dad asks another question, “what’s that one, darling?” After a brief gap, 
Tina turns the computer screen towards her brother and father to show them what she 
is looking at. Dad then asks a third question and answers “it’s a big moon”.  Tina 
shifts her seating position to show a shift in her attention away from the conversation 
with her father to resuming her activity on the iPad. Here, Tina is focused on her iPad 
activity and it takes several attempts by the father to re-engage in talk with Tina. 
 
Example 3 Trae seeks Dad’s attention  
 
Trae is looking at the screen of the iPhone and focused on a biplane noise coming 
from the app. He looks up at his Dad, and the father says, “that’s a plane, Trae”.  Trae 
returns his attention to the screen of the iPhone and the father repeats “that’s a plane.”  
The father provided the label for the screen image. The father continues to label the 
various noises for Trae, producing information for Trae. Dad continues with labeling 
the images/sounds on the iPhone.  The father follows the same structural patterns 
(“that’s a Y”, “that’s a Z”). For example, he says “that’s a truck, “that’s a big rig.  
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Conclusion 
 
In these three brief examples, we see how the father responded to the children’s on-
screen activity differently, and how he recognised his children’s differing interests 
and levels of technical competence (with the technology devices) and their social 
interactional competence (questions, labelling).  He focused on asking questions and 
providing information. The father and children treated as commonplace the technical 
activities of switching between screens, muting sounds and so on. The father appeared 
to take entirely taken-for-granted the children’s competence in using the technology. 
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